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ABSTRACT
The project entitled as “Clustering Restricted Data Feeds in Social Networks “is a web application that
provides website authoring, collaboration, and administration tools designed to censure users unwanted
comments and criticism with the knowledge of web programming languages, mark-up languages and
image processing to create and manage website content with secured data interaction between end users
in a relative ease. It provides the foundation for collaboration, offering users the ability to manage
documents and output for multiple author editing and participation.
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INTRODUCTION
Social Networking is a huge medium of communication. Millions of people sharing their comments about
every concept and issues arising all over the world. Censure information was approached in all social
medium such as television, cinema, newspapers, magazines, radio broadcast, etc.
This will show disapproval to restricted data that was used by the people in the network. But in social
networking users easily update the restricted data without any censure. Hence censure data in social
networking is highly recommended for the communication world nowadays. Implementation of censure
data in social networking will surely reduce the growth of communication. Hence this Web application
enhances to protect the restricted words that are post in social networking by providing a warning to the
user while submitting their posts in the social networking.
LITERATURE SURVEY
A. Un-Compromised Credibility: Social Media Based Multi-Class Hate Speech Classification for Text
Khubaib ahmed qureshi and muhammad sabih suggested Social media is massively used for different
forms of content sharing. People extensively use social media to share their opinions and insights. Despite
that social media is extremely fast, open, free, and easy to access, due to its explosive spread-ing nature it
is quite vulnerable too. It turns into a medium for wrongdoers to spread different forms of hate or
prejudice communication towards another group. Hate speech is essentially a discourse that might be
extremely harmful to the feelings of a person or group and may contribute towards brutality or
insensitivity which shows irrational and inhuman behavior. Growth of online social media has also
increased.
B. Towards Online Spam Filtering in Social Networks.
Hongyu Gao, Yan Chen, Kathy Lee suggested Online social networks (OSNs) are extremely popular
among Internet users. Unfortunately, in the wrong hands, they are also effective tools for executing spam
campaigns. In this paper, we present an online spam filtering system that can be deployed as a component
of the OSN platform to inspect messages generated by users in real time.
C. Spam Detection on Twitter Using Traditional Classifiers
M. McCord suggested Social networking sites have become very popular in recent years. Users use them
to find new friends, updates their existing friends with their latest thoughts and activities. Among these
sites, Twitter is the fastest growing site. Its popularity also attracts many spammers to infiltrate legitimate
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users’ accounts with a large amount of spam messages. In this paper, we discuss some user based and
content-based features that are different between spammers and legitimate users. Then, we use these
features to facilitate spam detection.
Mixed Collaborative and Content-Based Filtering with User-Contributed Semantic Features
Matthew Garden and Gregory Dudek suggested We describe a recommender system which uses a
unique combination of content-based and collaborative methods to suggest items of interest to users, and
also to learn and exploit item semantics. Recommender systems typically use techniques from
collaborative filtering, in which proximity measures between users are formulated to generate
recommendations, or content-based filtering, in which users are compared directly to items.
E. Detecting spammers on social networks
Xianghan Zheng, Zhipeng Zeng, Zheyi Chenc
suggested Social network has become a very popular way for internet users to communicate and interact
online. Users spend plenty of time on famous social networks (e.g., Facebook, Twitter, Sina Weibo, etc.),
reading news, discussing events and posting messages. Unfortunately, this popularity also attracts a
significant amount of spammers who continuously expose malicious behavior (e.g., post messages
containing commercial URLs, following a larger amount of users, etc.).
II.
EXISTING SYSTEM
The problem is that lot of time consumed to the people for checking the message submitted in the social
networking and file a case in cyber crime. After verification cyber crime defense commission will remove
the post according to the cyber crime rules in a span of time. This will not solve the problem only to
remove the things after the issue arises.
A. Disadvantages
Due to ignorance and lack of understanding of Social Media privacy feature, people make many mistakes.
Another situation to consider has to do with the availability of information too personal, whether in
pictures or text. You cannot give out too much personal information. As throughout the Internet.
The User can send their post with some illegal words and letters.
III.
PROPOSED SYSTEM
User needs a web-based system, which will remove all the above-mentioned Problems that, the user is
facing. The user wants a web-based system, which will reduce the accurate estimation reports for the
product and also reduce the time consumption.Hence this Web application enhances to protect the
restricted words that are post in social networking by providing a warning to the user while submitting
their posts in the social networking .All the details are maintained properly and this helps the user to get
information on time. The developed website is highlyinteractive and user friendly.
D.

Advantages: To achieve high quality information. High Sensitive information.
IV.
MODULE

Member Module

Article censure Module

Image censure Module

My privacy My decision Module

Search Module

Administrator Module
A. Member Module
In this module, new users are allowed to register their details. After that the user will get the access
permission for login their details through login. Users can access their account through they logged in.
The Login Module is that allows users to enter a User Name and Password to log in. This module can be
placed on any Module Tab to allow users to login to the application. If the Administrator has allows users
to create accounts a Create Account link appears in the Login Module. The user can’t access their account
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before register their account on this site.
B. Article censure Module
In this module, User can send any post to others on this site. When posting, words in the post are
compared to the censured words created by admin. Here, any censured words are comes on that post, the
user get a warning message for that post and the post should not published to anyone on this site.
C. Image censure Module
This module enhances the users to upload the images in social networking with the limited file size.
After successful upload of an image, that image and its details are viewed by admin before that image was
uploaded to his friends. If that image is related to any unwanted details that image was rejected by admin
and it doesn’t published on this site. If that image doesn’t related to any unwanted details admin accept
that image for post. After these your image was published on this site.
D. Search Module
In this module user can search the details of friends or groups using the name of his friends or groups.
This will help us to save time for getting details of his search. Here, the auto complete method is included
this will help us for search details without typing full name of that friends or group name. When typing a
single letter on a search box, list of names on groups or friends are comes if your typing letter should be
matched.
E. Administrator Module
This module allows the admin to have the overall control of the website. Admin can allow the group
permission, authorization, enable articles, send mail to groups, etc. Admin can customize the design and
also manage the templates through the template module. The pages can be published whenever the admin
make ready the page to be published on the site. Template with xml file should be enabled and published
by the administrator. Admin can see all the feedback sent by the users.
F. My privacy My decision Module
When user uploads any image or post to this site he must select the type of publishing like friends, friend
of friends or public. When he choose friend of friends option two steps are comes on this option. Your
post was successfully sends to your friend, after your post was read by your friend he got an alert for
accept or decline. When he chooses accept option that post was send to his friends also. Otherwise your
post doesn’t sends for your friend of friends.
V.
ARCHITECTURE OF PROPOSED SYSTEM

machine learning, it's a classifier algorithm where the learning is based “how similar” is a data (a vector)
from other.
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VIII. IMPLEMENTATION
VI.
New User Registration
VII.
ALGORITHM

User Based and Content Based features.

Random Forest algorithm.

Support Vector Machine algorithm.

Naïve Bayes and K-nearest-neighbour algorithm.
A. User Based and Content Based features.
Content-based filtering uses item features to recommend other items similar to what the user likes,
based on their previous actions or explicit feedback. To demonstrate content-based filtering, let's
hand-engineer some features for the Google Play store.
B. Random Forest algorithm
Random Forest is a supervised machine learning algorithm made up of decision trees. Random Forest
is used for both classification and regression—for example, classifying whether an email is “spam” or
“not spam”.
C. Support Vector Machine algorithm
Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a supervised machine learning algorithm used for both
classification and regression. Though we say regression problems as well its best suited for
classification. The objective of SVM algorithm is to find a hyperplane in an N-dimensional space that
distinctly classifies the data points.
D. Naïve Bayes algorithm
Naive Bayes uses a similar method to predict the probability of different class based on various
attributes.This algorithm is mostly used in text classification and with problems having multiple classes.
E. K-nearest-neighbour algorithm
KNN (K — Nearest Neighbors) is one of many (supervised learning) algorithms used in data mining
and
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Login Profile

B.

Send Friend Request
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C.

Create Group

D.

E.

Add Friend Request

View Member

CONCLUSION
The project entitled “Censure Data in Social Networking via word Hunt” has been implemented
successfully within the stipulated time and cost. Proper care has been taken in giving all types of
execution of commands and changing various parameters to test the project environment stability and its
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robustness. Identifying trusted data and marking data coming from these sources as trusted, using dynamic
tainting to track trusted data at runtime, and allowing only trusted data to form the semantically relevant
parts of queries such as SQL keywords and operators. Our approach also provides practical advantages
over the many existing techniques whose application requires customized and complex runtime
environments: It is defined at the application level, requires no modification of the runtime system, and
imposes a low execution overhead.
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